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ABSTRACT

Signing and verification time of messages is an essential issue. The standard Digital signature algorithm (DSA) approved by the national institute of standard and technology (NIST) has been widely used for message authentication. Besides, many variants of DSA has been suggested in order to improve the performance, such as Yen-Laih, GOST, McCurry, and other algorithms. This paper present a modified version of the standard NISI-DSA. It incorporates the same parameters used in NISI-DSA, but it is characterized by less computational complexity and improved signature verification time which is crucial for some sensitive applications. This variant achieved an increase in the verification speed of about 100% over most DSA variants, hence reducing the signature validation time considerably, however, no improvement was noticed in the signing speed. This signature validation speed gain was achieved with the same level of security as the parameters of standard DSA were used. The algorithm is first tested with prime numbers of 20, 40, 80, and 100 bits lengths, then it is experimented with using prime numbers provided by NIST with length of 1024 bits and 128 bits for $p$ and $q$, respectively. The speed of verification results shows more than two times faster than NIST-DSA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the ancient times there were uncounted tries to secure and protect information using different methods like Alphabet shift ciphers, or converting plaintext into unintelligible form (ciphertext) during transmission to be recovered at the receiver side. All those methods intentions are to hide the data from the public and keeps it readable within specific parties. This issue is referred to by the term “cryptography”, which is a Greek word meaning “hidden writing”. Cryptography continued development during centuries till today, and a better definition is given, i.e. "Cryptography is the study of mathematical techniques related to aspects of information security such as confidentiality, data integrity, entity authentication, data origin authentication" [1], non-repudiation, and e-government systems” [2]. It is also used in copyright and ownership protection of various documents, such as its use in pdf files of Adobe Company [3].

Signature was used and still as assurance that the signed document is original and authentic [4]. But nowadays the world become a small village because of the communication networks which made the dream of communicating over long distances becomes true, therefore many processes can be done from far away such as money transfer, decisions making, financial business, remote election voting for elections and many other daily activities. All activities can be done over the internet today, however internet environment is not safe to most of these activates due to intruders and criminals who try to fake, steal, masquerade, make money using illegal way, etc. Such acts can ruin whole company, business, or even breach national security with faked signature or faked message. For all these actions, sender authentication and/or message integrity must be proved before any decision to be taken, therefore in this digital world, an action equivalent to hand written signature is required in order to be sure that any received signed document is genuinely signed by the real involved person, so the digital signature is the most suitable solution for authentication over the communication [4].

After the brief introduction in section 1, recent works on digital signature is listed in section 2. Then section 3 included theoretical background on
the digital signature algorithm DSA and some of its variants that are closely related to the modified DSA algorithm which is proposed in section 4. Section 5 listed the obtained results of implementing the proposed algorithm with their discussion. Section 6 gives the speed gain summary of the research achievement, and section 7 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

Many digital signature algorithms such as Rivest, Shamir, and Adelman (RSA), Schnorr algorithm, ElGamal algorithm, the Standard Digital Signature Algorithm (NIST-DSA), DSA variants, Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA), and many others were reported in the second half of the 20th century [1], [4]. These algorithms vary in the way of mathematical operation for generating the signature and its verification which affect the speed and performance of the algorithm. DSA and its variants will be described in section 3 as they are closely related to the work in this paper. However, some recent works on digital signature are listed in the following.

Tan et.al [5] in 2003 proposed a scheme based on composite discrete logarithm. They claim their scheme is 13.5 times faster than RSA, 3 times faster than DSA, and also faster than some other scheme. It is also secure against existence forger using adaptive chosen message attack.

Poulakis, [6] in 2009 presented a modified variant of DSA algorithm based on a factorization problem. It implements two discrete logarithms and claims security strength at least equal to DSA and withstand all known attacks. It utilizes RSA scheme properties to introduce two modular exponentiations and a modular multiplication for the signature.

Hernandes et. al. [7] in 2014 used flow analysis as a technique to describe standard network behavior, they also used genetic algorithm to optimize the process.

Singh et. al. [8] in 2015 proposed a scheme to detect any tampering and also support the image compression. Digital signature is transmitted along with the image itself, and the receiver regenerates the signature corresponding to the received image, then if both signatures match, the received image is authentic.

Tan et. al. [9] in 2016 proposed an approach to build a secure variant of rainbow (multivariate Digital Signature). They claims that their variant can resist all the existing attacks according to their security analysis, but no mention of the signing or verification speed.

Andrade and Terada [10] in 2016 presented a new digital signature algorithm for Quartz digital signature based on Hidden Field Equations with vinegar - minus trapdoor, with special choice of parameters, which can resist algebraic attack. They claim efficiency gain in signature verification using vector initialization for both signature and verification algorithms.

Dhagat and Joshi [11] in 2016 proposed a method for digital signature that uses another signer as proxy, providing the ability to the sender to delegate his signature to another signer, and claim that their scheme provides protection to proxy signer of private key. The certification authority holds identity of signer, delegate duration and imposes rules on the signing ability. The scheme uses protected nominative signature so that signer and proxy cannot deny each other.

Manickam and Kesavaraja [12] in 2016 proposed a secure multi-server authentication system, utilizing advantages of digital signature in addition to elliptic curve, they claim that their system is secure against majority of possible active attacks, besides it provide low communication cost. They claim to be more adoptable for smart cards and other less energy saving devices.

So many work is reported on different methods for digital signature algorithms, such as elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) and as RSA digital signature algorithm, see Al Imem [13] for example. He studied and compared these two algorithms and claims ‘they have proven their strength in facing cyber-attacks, data encrypt/decrypt speed, and their competence for data integrity.

This paper presents a modified version of the standard NIST-DSA with the aim of getting improvements in the signing and verification processes. The modification enhanced the speed of signature verification significantly. In the following some theoretical background related to the standard DSA and its variant that are found necessary to be included.
3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Digital Signature is a mathematical way to sign digital documents in the digital world. It is a technique that insures both the integrity of the received digital data and the authenticity of communicating bodies or persons as detailed in [4]. Sending documents over the internet is fraught with dangers of altering, changing, masking, denial, identity theft and other types of hazards. The signed data can't be denied by the sender because of the unique way and parts it contains in the signing process (Non-repudiation), which provides authenticity. Digital Signature provides the following [14].

- **Authentication**: Digital signature provides verification of the signer.
- **Integrity**: It provides a way to protect the message from being altered.
- **Non-repudiation**: The signer cannot deny the signature because no one else has the signing key.

Digital signature provide **Confidentiality** if the message signed then encrypted with encryption algorithm, no third person can decrypt it if he/she doesn't have the keys [15]. Digital signature can be used even over non-secure communication channels as it provides the senders identity and ensures that the document (data) has not been changed or altered during transmission.

3.1 Discrete Logarithms in Cryptography

The public-key cryptography technique such as RSA is designed according to the computational difficulty of Integer Factoring Problem (IFP) solving into its large primes [16]. The Diffie-Hellman key exchange [17], El-Gamal cryptosystem [18], and some of public-key cryptosystems are designed according to another computationally difficult number theory problem, which is Discrete Logarithms Problem (DLP). The standard Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) that is set and applied by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is designed according to computing and solving discrete logarithm problems [19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p (public)</td>
<td>Large prime integer $2^{L-1} &lt; p &lt; 2^L$, $L= length of bits of (p)$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q (public)</td>
<td>Large prime integer divisor of $(p-1)$, $2^{N-1} &lt; q &lt; 2^N$, $N=length of (q)$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Random Number Less than q, used to calculate g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g (public)</td>
<td>Subgroup generator of $(q \mod p)$, $1 &lt; g &lt; p$, $h^{(p-1)/q} \mod p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x (private)</td>
<td>Private integer, $0 &lt; x &lt; q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y (public)</td>
<td>The signer’s public key, $y = g^x \mod p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k (private)</td>
<td>Secret random integer that is changed for each message (unique), $0 \leq k \leq q$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now to sign a message M, the signer calculates its hash value $H(M)$ first, then determine its signature r and s using equations 1 and 2. (Note: DSA uses SHA-1 as hash algorithm)

$$r = (g^k \mod p) \mod q$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$s = (k^{-1}H(M) + xr) \mod q$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
The hash function of the message is used instead of the message itself in order to ensure its integrity and present it with unique value much shorter than the message itself. Then, the signature $r$ and $s$, together with the message itself $M$ are sent over to the receiver.

On the receiver side the receiver can verify the received message using the signature $r$ and $s$ as follows.

First the receiver calculates the hash value $H(M)$ of the received message using the same hash algorithm, then verifies the signature using equations 3 to 6.

$$w = s^{-1} \mod q$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$u_1 = (H(M).w) \mod q$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$u_2 = (r.w) \mod q$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$v = (g^{u_1}.y^{u_2} \mod p) \mod q$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

If the calculated value $v$ is equal to the received $r$ then the signature of the message is authentic, otherwise the signature is rejected because of alteration or modification during transmission.

The block diagram illustrating the signing and the verification process for the DSA is shown in Figure (1).

![Figure 1: Block Diagram of Signing and Verification Processes Of DSA](image)

3.3 Related DSA Variants

Due to the continuous need for faster signing and verification processes, so many variant of the standard NIST-DSA have been developed with the target to improve the performance of the digital signature, by reducing the computational complexity and decreasing processing time. Schnier [4] and Stalling [14] have listed many of these digital signature algorithms other than the standard NIST-DSA, such as the use of the pioneer protocol of Diffie-Helman for information exchange, ElGamal algorithm, RSA authentication algorithm, and Schnorr Digital Signature algorithm.

Many DSA variants were reported which aim to increase DSA efficiency and reduce the computation time. Some of DSA variants are briefly listed below.

The Russian version of digital signature algorithm, “ Gosudarstvenny Standard of Russian Federation named, GOST” [20]. It uses different equation for calculating $s$ as will be seen in table 2 and obviously different verification equations as shown in table 3. Moreover, GOST algorithm, also differs from NIST_DSA by using a value $q$ equals to 256 bits length instead of 160 bits.

Yen-Laih [21], uses exactly the same parameters used by NIST_DSA, however, it made the computation easier on the verification side. Likewise, McCurley [22], also makes computation easier on the verifier side and they both allow for batch verification which is not quite secure [3].

Another DSA-variant reported by Ali [23], which is also suitable for data integrity and authenticity, rather than encryption. It achieved improvement in the signature verification time using the same set of parameters used by NIST-DSA algorithm. The reduction in the time complexity was achieved by reducing the number of modular operations.

All these four variants use the parameters $p, q$, and same key generation process for the public key $y$, which is calculated by equation 7.

$$y = g^{x} \mod p$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

Then the signature value, $r$ is calculated by equation 8.

$$r = (g^{r} \mod p) \mod q$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

But the other value of the signature, i.e. $s$ is calculated by different equation for different variants, as listed in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Signature Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOST-DSA Variant [20]</td>
<td>$s = (x.r + k.H(M)) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yen-Laih-DSA- Variant [21]</td>
<td>$s = ((r.k - H(M)).x^{-1}) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCurley-DSA Variant [22]</td>
<td>$s = (k.H(M) + x.r)^{-1} \mod q$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the difference in calculating the value of signature $s$, the verification equations for each variant are also different in number of computation steps and involved arithmetic operations. After calculating the hash value of the received message $H(M)$, the verifier uses the corresponding equations for each DSA-variant as shown in table 3, to calculate the value of $v$, which serves as the signature validation parameter.

Table 3: Verification Equations for DSA Variants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Verification Equations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOST-DSA variant[20]</td>
<td>$v = H(M)^{k^{-1}} \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$z_1 = (x.v) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$z_2 = ((q-r).v) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$u = ((g^{z_1}.y^{z_2}) \mod p) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yen-Laih-DSA variant [21]</td>
<td>$w = r^{-1} \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$u_1 = (w.H(M)) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$u_2 = (w.s) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$v = ((g^{u_1}.y^{u_2}) \mod p) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCurley-DSA variant [22]</td>
<td>$u_1 = (H(M).x) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$u_{21} = (s.r) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$v = ((g^{x_1}.y^{x_2}) \mod p) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali-DSA variant [23]</td>
<td>$u_1 = (H(M) + r) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$u_2 = (s.u_1) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$v = (y^{u_2} \mod p) \mod q$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, for these verification equations if the obtained value for $v$ is equal to $r$, then the sender is accepted as authentic and the integrity of the message is verified, otherwise it is rejected.

4. THE PROPOSED MODIFIED DIGITAL SIGNATURE ALGORITHM (M-DSA)

To increase the speed of DSA algorithm it is better to reduce the most time consuming processes such as modular inverse calculations, modular exponentiation, and modular multiplication as much as possible, but without affecting the algorithm strength. This describes the proposed modified version of DSA algorithm (named M-DSA). It involves fewer modular operations at the signature verification process than those used in NIST-DSA, with the aim of improving the overall execution time of the algorithm, while keeping the security at the same level of the standard NIST-DSA. The proposed message signing and its signature validation processes are outlined below, together with their differences from the standard DSA.

4.1 Signing Process

As stated earlier, the signing of any message $M$ consists of the calculation two signature parameters, $r$ and $s$, hence after calculating the hash function $H(M)$, these parameters are calculated by equation 9.

$$r = (g^k \mod p) \mod q \quad (9-a)$$
$$s = (r + k(x.H(M))^{-1}) \mod q \quad (9-b)$$

Comparing equations (9-a and 9-b) with those listed in section 2 for the NIST-DSA and its variants, it can be seen that the value of $r$ is exactly the same as that used for all DSA variants, but the involved modification here is obviously shown in the calculation of $s$. Although equation 9-b contains the same parameters $r$, $k$, $x$, and $H(M)$ that are used in other DSA variants, but their operations are modified and differs from all other variants. This modification in is require for the correctness proof for the signature validation explained in the lemma.

Now the signature $r$ and $s$, together with the message $M$ can be send over to the receiver using any communication media.

4.2 Signature Validation Process

At the receiver side the intended recipient will validate the signature of the sender for the received message in order to accept or reject its authenticity. The recipient calculates the hash value of the received message $M$ then uses the sender public key ($y$) and other public parameters (i.e. $p$, $q$, and $g$) which he/she already knows in order to
validate the message signature using the following equations 10-12.

\[ u_1 = s \cdot H(M) \mod q \]  
\[ u_2 = r \cdot H(M) \mod q \]  
\[ v = (y^{u_1-u_2} \mod p) \mod q \]  

These equations are arranged differently from the validation equations of NIST-DSA and all other DSA variants, see table 3. They are modified in this arrangement in order to fulfill the requirement for the signature validation, as will be clarified by the mathematical proof of proposed M-DSA algorithm, shown in the lemma of section 4.3.

Now if the calculated \( v \) is equal to the received \( r \), then the message integrity is verified and the signature is validated.

Investigation of M-DSA signature validation equations (i.e. equations 10-12), shows that they are less complex and only contains one exponentiation in \( v \) value calculation, which results into faster verification process than NIST-DSA and other variants (eg. GOST, Yen-Laih, and McCurley).

4.3 Lemma

Given a value of \( r \) as in equation 1 and calculating \( v \) using equation 12, then for the message signature verification to be true, the calculated value of \( v \) must equal to \( r \). Therefore in order to get \( v=r \), one must prove that the exponents in equations 1 and equation 12 must be equal, i.e.

\[ k = x \cdot u_1 - x \cdot u_2 \]  

Proof

The message receiver, or the signature verifier calculates first calculates \( H(M) \), \( u_1 \), and \( u_2 \) as follows:

\( u_1 = s \cdot H(M) \mod q \), and \( u_2 = r \cdot H(M) \mod q \)

But \( v \) is calculated by equation 12.

i.e.

\[ v = (y^{u_1-u_2} \mod p) \mod q \]

And \[ v = (g^{x} \mod p) \mod q \]

Now substitution \( y \) into \( v \) gives:

\[ v = (g^{x \cdot u_1-x \cdot u_2} \mod p) \mod q \]

But equation 1 is

\[ r = (g^{k} \mod p) \mod q \]  

Therefore, if the calculated value for \( v \) equals to the required \( r \) (i.e. \( v = r \)), then one gets

\[ (g^{k} \mod p) \mod q = ((g^{x \cdot u_1-x \cdot u_2} \mod p) \mod q \]  

For equation 15 to be valid, it must be proved that the exponents of \( g \) on both sides must be equal. i.e.

\[ k = x \cdot (u_1 - u_2) \]  

Substitution of \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) into the right side of equation 16 results into equation 17.

\[ x \cdot (u_1 - u_2) = (x \cdot (s \cdot H(M) - r \cdot H(M)) \mod p) \mod q \]

Then substitution of \( s \) from equation 9 into equation 17, the right side becomes

\[ = (x \cdot H(M) (s - r) \mod p) \mod q \]  

Hence, \[ x \cdot (u_1 - u_2) = k \] (q.e.d)

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Time Complexity

It is natural that one of the most required factors for message authentication and message integrity is to get the message signature and/or validate that signature or doing both operations in the shortest possible period of time.

As the time complexity is the main concern in this research work, therefore Big-O values for both signing and signature verification processes of the proposed M-DSA, together with those for NIST-DSA and the other variants described earlier are determined and compared with each other as listed in table 4.
Table 4: Time Complexity Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Verification</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NIST-DSA</td>
<td>$2 \log n$</td>
<td>$3 \log n$</td>
<td>$5 \log n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GOST-DSA</td>
<td>$\log n$</td>
<td>$3 \log n$</td>
<td>$4 \log n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>McCurley-DSA</td>
<td>$2 \log n$</td>
<td>$2 \log n$</td>
<td>$4 \log n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yen-Laih-DSA</td>
<td>$2 \log n$</td>
<td>$3 \log n$</td>
<td>$5 \log n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ali-DSA</td>
<td>$2 \log n$</td>
<td>$\log n$</td>
<td>$3 \log n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Proposed M-DSA</td>
<td>$2 \log n$</td>
<td>$\log n$</td>
<td>$3 \log n$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be deduced from Table 4, that the proposed algorithm and that of Ali-DSA variants have the lowest Big O values, which indicate that the proposed M-DSA will have improved time complexity. To experimentally support this achievement, the proposed modified digital signature algorithm, together with all considered algorithms are coded, implemented, and tested under the same computing environment (namely using the same personal computer with CPU clock = 2.7 GHz vPro Intel® processor core i7 and programming in C# language and Python software).

The time complexities for the signing and signature verification processes by the proposed M-DSA algorithm are computed and recorded using various parameters lengths and message contents, then compared with those computed for all other considered algorithms. The obtained time complexity results are plotted in Figure 2. These results represent the average time for measurements which is taken over 900 signatures and 900 verifications over 15 rounds.

These results suggest that an efficient digital signature algorithm variant that has speed improvement in both signing and verification might be possible if the GOST-DSA is coupled with the proposed M-DSA. However, this idea needs further research efforts and will be followed by the authors.

5.2 Test M-DSA with NIST Primes $p$ and $q$

Using data values of the prime integers $p$, $q$, and $h$, provided by the Cryptographic Algorithm Validation Program Testing for Digital Signatures (CAVP) web site [24], M-DSA is tested and the time complexity measurements for the total of signing and verification processes are obtained. The used values of these primes were with length same as described in NIST-DSA are listed in table A1 of the appendix, for length of $p$ and $q$ equal to 1024 bits and 160 bits, respectively. This test is repeated 900 times for each signing and verification processes for both M-DSA and NIST-DSA, then the average is found and listed in table 5.

Table 5: Average Processing Time for Signing and Verification Processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Average processing time ($\mu$ seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Signing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST-DSA (Standard)</td>
<td>303806.8078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-DSA (Proposed)</td>
<td>305011.1322</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Security Concerns

The proposed M-DSA is a digital signature algorithm based on NIST-DSA, it
computes r and s values as the signature using the hash value of the message H(M) rather than the message M itself, and verifies the signature using public key of the sender as reported in the proof of the lemma in section 4.3. Hence, the message is sent as plaintext with its signature, providing message integrity and sender authentication only. This is exactly equivalent to the hand written signature, the digital signature algorithm does not encrypt the signed message, but uses a mechanism to authenticate the sender and to ensure that the message was not altered during transmission. At the signing side, beside the sender’s secret key, a random integer is used with each message, then verification is done to this signature using only the sender's public key, hence the sender cannot deny his signature on the message, which provide non-repudiation. Furthermore, if message secrecy is required, any cryptographic technique can be implemented for encryption and decryption of the message besides the digital signature algorithm.

5.4 Key Strength

The digital signature algorithms strength depends on the length of the prime integers, the length of the private key, and the length of the randomly generated secret integer. The length in bits for standard DSA for p is between 1024 to 3027 bits, and for q is 160 to 256 bits. Nowadays the speed of the computers allows using larger values of the primes p and q which are recommended to provide higher security against the attackers. It is noticed that key strength for the proposed M-DSA is the same as that for the standard NIST DSA due to the fact that it employs the same set of parameters, and relies on modular arithmetic processes.

6. SPEED GAINS

The proposed M-DSA has provided an efficient time saving during the signature verification process as compared with DSA algorithm and its other variants which is considered as a good improvement. However, signing process time did not have any changes. A speed gain factor is defined below in order to illustrate the time complexity improvement in the verification process. For example, the speed gain \( G \) in the signature verification achieved by M-DSA over NIST-DSA is obtained by equation 18.

\[
G = \frac{VT_{DSA}}{VT_{M-DSA}} \tag{18}
\]

Where, \( VT_{DSA} \) and \( VT_{M-DSA} \) are the verification time for DSA and M-DSA algorithm, respectively.

Likewise, the speed gain for the proposed M-DSA with respect to the other DSA variant algorithms under consideration are evaluated for over 1000 run, then the average speed gain for the signature verification is listed in Table 6.

Table 6: Average Verification Speed Gain for M-DSA over other Algorithm variants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature verification time</th>
<th>( VT_{M-DSA} )</th>
<th>Average ( G )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>VT (µsec)</td>
<td>VT (µsec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST-DSA</td>
<td>29092.6</td>
<td>13644.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST-DSA</td>
<td>41062.09</td>
<td>13644.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCurley-DSA</td>
<td>27255.33</td>
<td>13644.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yen-Laih-DSA</td>
<td>29286.99</td>
<td>13644.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali-DSA</td>
<td>13493.13</td>
<td>13644.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows that the modified digital signature algorithm M-DSA, has manifested a considerable speed gain over other DSA algorithm variants under consideration. This improvement resulted from the reduction in the number of exponentiation operations in the verification process. However, it must be admitted that no speed gain was obtained on the signature process, therefore this algorithm would be useful for applications where, signature verification time is crucial.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the modified DSA algorithm (M-DSA) has shorten the message signature validation by about half the time needed for the standard DSA, as shown in Table 5. This improvement is attributed to the reduction in the number of modular arithmetic processes. Therefore, the signature verification speed for the M-DSA is almost double those for NIST-DSA, Yen-Laih, and McCurley, and three times that for GOST-DSA, but equals that for Ali-DSA. However, no change is notice in the signing speed of the standard DSA algorithm and its variants less GOST which was the fastest of all. Besides, this enhancement in the processing speed was achieved with the same key strength of the standard DSA due to the used of the same parameters.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed M-DSA is more suitable for applications where verification time is crucial factor either due to the limited power resources in remote stations or battlefield combat applications. M-DSA has the same properties and same security level of DSA since that both algorithms depend on hardness of discrete logarithm problem (DLP), where their security depends on the length of the used primes numbers selected as the public keys.
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APPENDIX

The values for the parameters implemented for the standard NIST-DSA and provided by the Cryptographic Algorithm Validation Program Testing for Digital Signatures (CAVP) web site [24] are listed in table A-1. The same parameter values are also used for the developed M-DSA tests for comparison purposes.

*Table A-1. Test Parameters for NIST-DSA and M-DSA*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>Value used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| $p$       | 1097053912922320693787114003051067616468
2592127794212982146011125674928181254497
2584128085557904798486074233461755793872
404301860507251869207922097495794515369
4401663118977661417313803976565036353
495745303138237011627541307378142311900
03625704732102549964025765613745066612
993395756514670031249314048435629369 |
| $q$       | 122224633501956391786986258814797381563
3625555641 |
| $h$       | 417524364608247664614290635224781535339
320230946 |
| $x$       | Random integer with length 48 decimal digit |
| $k$       | Random integer with length 306 decimal digit |